Replay™

What if recycled rubber tires got a second chance at a long life? They do, with Replay™. The perfect balance of performance and price, Replay’s sustainability tips the scales to solve for x in many applications. Like other sports floors, Replay is resistant to golf spikes, ice skate blades, barbells, baseball cleats and more. But because it’s molded from recycled rubber tires, Replay is a more economical, environmentally conscious solution that doesn’t compromise on performance.

Replay is remarkably impact resistant, capable of absorbing shock on joints and backs, as well as noise from foot traffic and rolling equipment in high-traffic areas. Easy to install and easy to maintain, Replay has a lightly textured surface and is available in Interlocking tiles for loose-lay applications, square tiles for permanent placement, or sheet for more seamless installations.

Applications

- ice rinks
- weight rooms
- fitness centers
- workout rooms
- golf course facilities
- ski lodges
- dressing and locker rooms
- pro shops
- indoor stadium tunnels
- physical therapy rooms
- retail, office and other public areas
- correctional facilities
- daycare centers
- assembly and production areas

Please note: Specify 3/8” or 1/2” Replay for skate blades, shoe spikes and free weight areas.

Standard Replay is made from 92 percent post-consumer recycled tires. Recognizable visual differences can occur from roll to roll or tile to tile. This does not detract from the performance of the product and is considered part of the manufacturing process. For best appearance, follow Johnsonite’s installation and maintenance instructions.

Scan with your smartphone to order samples, view case studies, see more photos or find specs and warranty information.

Replay. A Story of Second Chances.

Johnsonite.com
**COMMOTION™**

15 standard colorways with 27 Decorative Solid Color tiles (see page 119) to use as accents or borders.

Please note: Replay is deemed to be a “spike- and skate-resistant” Multi-functional and sports flooring solution for areas that require both performance and suitability for a particular purpose. Areas where heavy and/or sharply shaped equipment (e.g., free weights, spikes or skate blades) is used such as hockey benches, changing areas, pedestrian pivot points, entrances to ice rinks and hallways to playing areas may show accelerated wear. Interlocking tiles may be used where lightweight rolling traffic is present.

### CUSTOM REPLAY™ COLORWAYS

Design online with the Design A Space PRO Visualizer at johnsonite.com.

Use our Design A Space PRO Visualizer tool at johnsonite.com.

**RECYCLED CONTENT**

POST-CONSUMER 92%; MR 4

**RAPIDLY RENEWABLE RESOURCES**

ALL PROFILES 7%; MR 6

**PHTHALATE, HALOGEN AND CHLORINE FREE**

**ASTM D 2047 SLIP RESISTANCE**

ADA SLIP RESISTANCE RECOMMENDATIONS OF 0.6 FOR FLAT SURFACES AND 0.8 FOR RAMPS

**ASTM D 2240 HARDNESS: 65 SHORE A**

**ASTM F 970 STATIC LOAD LIMIT: 0.0% RESIDUAL INDENTATION AT 250-LB LOAD**

**ADHESIVES PG. 192**

---

**Select 1, 2 or 3 chip colors**

**Choose how much of each color you’d prefer**

**Choose from Square edge tiles, Interlocking tiles or sheet**

**Choose a thickness**

A sample will be sent for your color approval.